
Four Little Paws Website Copy

Your pets are an important member of the family. Unfortunately, they’re not always as easy to manage as you and the rest of the humans.

Executive summary

Four Little Paws is a petcare service that in-home of facility pet minding, 
walking and basic veterinary care, and the owner/operator needed fresh 
website copy that captured the informal, friendly spirit of the company.

Welcome to Four little Paws

 Your pets are an important member of the family. Unfortunately, they’re not always as easy 

to manage as you and the rest of the humans. Giving them much needed exercise can be 

time consuming, taking them away with you on holiday impossible and leaving them behind 

on their own heartbreaking. That’s where Four Little Paws comes in, offering you all the pet 

minding, walking and caring services you need. Whether it’s a half hour walk once a week or 

an in-home pet carer for an extended period, we’ll provide all the love and care you expect 

for your pets when you can’t be there.

Expertise you can trust

 Director Dea Sekerovic has full clearance from the WA Police and all relevant animal care 

associations and bodies. Nobody will love your pets as much as you can, but Dea’s caring 

and experience will be the next best thing inside or outside your home.

Whatever happens, you’re covered

 All Four little Paws’ services include comprehensive cover for anything unforseen while 

your animals are enjoying our hospitality or while we’re caring for them in your home.

Experience counts

 Fully qualified in Animal Studies, Four Little Paws’ director Dea Sekerovic has extensive 

experience caring for animals just like yours no matter what its size, breed or temperament.

All areas

 Wherever you live in the Perth metropolitan area, Four little Paws is within easy reach 

when you need us. Just get in touch (link to contact page) to discuss your walking, minding 

or holiday schedule. n 
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Client:

Four Little Paws

Content type:

Website copy

Brief:

To convey information about what the company does for a website relaunch in 
a unique style that was approachable, informal land friendly.

Deliverable:

Website text that adhered to applicable SEO standards and was concise and 
short enough to fit into a page design that had already been approved.
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